PEDESTRIAN SAFETY VIDEOS:
A quick way to educate students about being a safe pedestrian

- Pedestrian Safer Journey: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv0NQdUveC4&list=PLzEP4oKmaDZ_1qyuYtZW2rtw2k-vgte-vgte-4
- “Walk This Way”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-t2oX6zQEyU
- Let’s Go Walking! Lesson 1: Walking Safely Near Traffic: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H1iEAK-9Rg
- Let’s Go Walking! Lesson 2: Crossing Streets Safely: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jCpBH5zehI&t=194s
- Let’s Go Walking! Lesson 3: Crossing Intersections Safely: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQVcdaW2TuY
- Let’s Go Walking! Lesson 4: School Bus Safety: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3X5TAB_O7PA
- Let’s Go Walking! Lesson 5: Parking Lot Safety: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvfzxtp2GI
- Getting There Safely: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATyNXDMvBuE&index=13&list=PLzEP4oKmaDZ_1qyuYtZW2rtw2k-vgte-vgte
- One Direction Parody “Hit By a Car”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29LQiqlWMns